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    Profile…  

     Klinge Corporation is a leading global provider of 

specialized ISO refrigerated and freezer containers and 

generator sets. Klinge Corporation’s customized designs 

offer customers robust alternatives to standard,                           

mass-produced refrigerated containers which often cannot 

meet the requirements of harsh environments or stringent 

testing. Looking towards the future, Klinge Corporation 

remains committed to two keywords which characterize the 

company: Tradition and Innovation. Continuing to build on 

excellence in design, engineering, and quality, Klinge 

Corporation utilizes their expertise to provide customers with 

sophisticated product designs that best meets their needs. 

     Growing concerns about the environment, safety, 

economy, and quality have altered the demands of the 

transport refrigeration industry. Not only are their research 

and development efforts more vital than before, but their 

innovations have placed Klinge on the cutting edge of 

transport refrigeration design. Klinge Corporation has 

designed groundbreaking dual refrigeration systems for ice 

core transport and chemical transport, explosion-proof 

refrigeration systems for the offshore industry, military 

refrigeration systems which meet stringent military standards, 

freezer units for seafood and pharmaceuticals, among 

countless other innovations. 
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     Additionally, Klinge Corporation was the first in transport refrigeration to introduce both electronic 

and microprocessor controllers, and the first to offer units which use more environmentally friendly               

refrigerants. 

     Klinge Corporation’s engineering staff has an average of 15 years of experience in the total design 

and production of transport refrigeration and generator sets. Celebrating its 30 th birthday this year, 

Klinge Corporation will continue to focus on research, design, and engineering to cultivate even more 

innovative concepts in the fields of specialty transport refrigeration, freezing, and power generation.  

http://info.klingecorp.com/email/v1/click?v=3&e=f18dQhb0S7wF2Wsh1TW11Pzrz827QTnW6LYYTz5Dq4PDW2RZgvS1Gbs1TW685DxZ3y.JjJW7XNkNj9cCqRGW4_7zqT8JDL5TN13PM6N_DJrRW91f1ft4CkJV_W5Nv1FL8pvCdwW3MvV9G3ZhdPGW7DB_648s3bvJW6Dgy6g6dj7fbW7lDR7771WlmfW8TcqbK1lBSHdVMs0WJ3Rg1rl
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